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eto gives you the freedom
to grow your business.

eto MESSAGING
Tagline

eto…Easy E-commerce.

Call to Action

Save time and produce better results.

Brand Promise

eto gives you the freedom to grow your business.

Vision

eto envisions a world where work is synonymous with freedom.

Mission

Our mission is to help companies save time, experience greater growth and
produce better results by delivering high-performance new business solutions.

Target Audience(s)
––
––
––

Entrepreneurs (influencers)
C-Suite level executives (buyers)
Procurement, new business & account executives (users)

Positioning Statement

ETo is the first technology product to help companies quickly and
accurately assess new business opportunities and organize the best
partners to win.

Elevator Pitch

There is a better way to do business. ETo gives you the
freedom to efficiently invest in growth opportunities.
Through eto’s simple application, your company and its
employees can easily manage task orders and quickly
identify the best partners to align with to win. ETo helps you effectively
grow your business, while investing less time, every single time.

Brand Pillars
EASY

ETo simplifies and
streamlines the task
order process; making
it easy for you to
identify,assess
align partners.

EFFICIENT

ETo makes decisionmaking quicker;
giving you more
time to focus on
your work and life
priorities.

EFFECTIVE

ETo helps you work
faster and with more
flexibility; producing
greater results in
all areas of your
business.

Tone of Voice

Modern, Expansive, Intelligent, Consistent, Dynamic
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FONT

Avenir
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Overview

In drawing the Avenir® typeface, Adrian Frutiger looked to both the past and the future
for inspiration. His goal was to reinterpret the geometric sans serif designs of the early
part of the 20th century in a typeface that would portend aesthetics of the 21st century.
He succeeded handsomely. In doing so, Frutiger added a bit of organic humanism to the
design, freeing Avenir from the rigid geometric overtones of the earlier designs.

Styles
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Light
Light Oblique
Book
Roman
Oblique
Medium
Medium Oblique
Black
Black Oblique
Heavy
Heavy Oblique
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COLOR
Blue
Web

173158

R | 23 G | 49

B | 88

C | 100 M | 86 Y | 38

K | 31

Teal
Web
R| 5

05668D

Blue is a soothing color that caresses your heart

Positive implications:

Teal is the color of restfulness and mental &

Positive implications:

Turquoise is a transformational color, embodying

Positive implications:

Yellow stimulates the logical side of the brain

Positive implications:

White is associated with light, goodness, innocence,
purity, & virginity. It is considered to be the color of
perfection. White means safety, purity, & cleanliness.
White can represent a successful beginning.

Positive implications:

with peace, freedom, intuition, imagination. It is
seen as a sign of stability and reliability, & inspires
us to be loyal, to be sincere, to be confident, and to
be intelligent.

spiritual balance. Teal’s understated elegance
encourages a calm, reflective mood.

G | 102 B | 141

C | 92 M | 55 Y | 27 K | 7

Turquoise
Web
R| 0

00B2D9

G | 178 B | 217

C | 72 M | 8

Yellow
Web

Y| 9

K| 0

(golden)

F1B721

and mental clarity. It is a color that is optimistic,
uplifting & illuminating, brightening people’s spirits.

R | 243 G | 200 B | 76
C| 5

M | 20 Y | 82 K | 0

White
Web FFFFFF

R | 255 G | 255 B | 255
C| 0

its spectral position between the contemplative
security of blue & the organic ease of green. It
suggests clarity of thought & communication.

M|0

Y| 0

K| 0

––
––
––
––
––

––
––
––

––
––
––
––

––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Trust
Loyalty
Dependability
Logic
Security

Hope
Growth
Prosperity

Communication
Clarity
Calmness
Inspiration

Optimism
Warmth
Happiness
Creativity
Intellect

Clarity
Simplicity
Sophistication
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COMPUTATIONS
Logo
Representations

The eto logo is comprised of three primary elements,
the logo, the logo symbol & the logo tag line.
The logo was been granted many different color
representations to allow for flexibility in campaigns,
social media, web presence educational materials &
merchandise.
The logo has four main versions.
1. Standard logo with seeds
2. Logo symbol
3. Logomark with tag line
4. Tagline

Computation

.45in

To work out the clear
space take the width
of the ‘o’ letter form in
the eto logo and use
this measurement in
width and height. This
measurement is.45
inches.

X

2.4in

.45in

Minimum Logo Size
Minimum Size: .75 inches High

Clearspace

It is important to keep corporate marks clear of any
other graphic elements. To regulate this, an exclusion
zone has been established around the corporate
mark. This exclusion zone indicates the closest any
other graphic element or message can be positioned
in relation to the mark of symbol itself & our
company name – they have a fixed relationship that
should never be changed in any way.

0.86in

Color Use

The logo may be represented in five
primary colors. Blue is recommended
for the primary logo color.

Tagline

eto…easy e-commerce.
The logo may be represented with the tagline. The tagline should be featured blue on lighter
backgrounds and white on darker backgrounds. The tagline should be represented in the
brand font Avenir, 12pt. in a weight no lighter than Roman.
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WEB
Logos

Color Palette
Web

173158

R | 23 G | 49 B | 88
Web

05668D

R | 5 G | 102 B | 141
Web

00B2D9

R | 0 G | 178 B | 217
Web

F1B721

R | 243 G | 200 B | 76
Web

ffffff

R | 255 G | 255 B | 255

Typography
Nunito

Nunito is an excellent match to Avenir. The ascenders
are slightly higher in Avenir but even the most
persnickety designer would have a hard time telling
them apart. It can be found at http://www.google.com/
webfonts/specimen/Nunito (link is external).

Header 1

Header 2

Header 3

Bold | 24pt

Bold | 20pt

Black | 18pt

About

H1

About

H2

About

H2

Nutino is a Google Font

Logomark

Minimum Logo Size
Minimum Size: .75 inches High

Recommended Use
Nunito is a well balanced sans serif typeface
superfamily, with 2 versions: The project
began with Nunito, created by Vernon Adams
as a rounded terminal sans serif for display
typography. Jacques Le Bailly extended it to a
full set of weights, and an accompanying regular
non-rounded terminal version, Nunito Sans.
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LOGO RESTRICTIONS
Never add drop shadows, outlines or
other color modifications to the logos.

Never scale/distort the logo vertically
or horizontally.

Never alter the size relationship of the
logomark to the other elements.

Never use the logo in the text as part
of a sentence.

was formed in 2018 by. . .
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